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How would you define the stakeholder community or communities to which you belong? sui juris community

of private human rights defenders who have renounced debtor taxpayer status to become private diplomat.

1. What are your priorities for issues that should be addressed through the Internet Universality
framework in each of these five categories?

Rights Top priority, as human beings must know of their international entitlements, before they can
diplomatically exercise them with conscience.

Openness runner up, as honesty is the best universal human rights policy

Accessibility access to diplomatic accommodations must be taught to those who exercise their international
right to political dessent

Multistakeholder
participation

if political legitimacy can only be conferred through the voice of the people (article 21.3), then
everyone need to know they play an integral part to our survival in the 21st century information
age of human rights reason.

Cross-cutting
indicators

article 2, everyone is entitled (inherently deserving) to all the international rights set forth in the
UDHR, which transcends all races and faces, tongues, tribes and languages.



2. Are there are any existing indicators with which you are familiar that you think it would be useful to
include in the ROAM indicators framework?

Rights article 30 RESTRICTS political negligence from jesuit taught politicians, so that plausible
deniability could never hold up in international court of justice

Openness accountability of global financial system, which issue worthless and inflationary debt instruments,
into a new debt free cashless economy as lawful inheritance

Accessibility equal diplomatic access to individuals who claim their international rights to political autonomy

Multistakeholder
participation

article 21.1, as everyone has an international right to freely choose a human rights
representative as world leader

Cross-cutting
indicators

article 20, NO ONE may be compelled to belong to a bankrupt government association (legal
fiction) in global commerce

3. What do you think are the most important gaps in data/evidence required for monitoring Internet
Universality and the ROAM principles? What approaches do you think could help to address these in your
country, region or area of work?

Rights access to private central banking

Openness access to international line of credit

Accessibility access to private funds & financing for infrastructure and social development projects,
without incurring debt liability (interest).

Multistakeholder
participation

access to private humanitarian banking diplomatic status

Cross-cutting
indicators

article 25, everyone have the international right to the highest standard of living and health

4. What experience or views do you have of indicators relating to the Internet which are concerned with
gender and with children and young people?

While adults have failed drastically, as we are in a global financial crisis and no adult seem to have any answers in
reality, we must begin to accredit the younger generation to become humanitarian diplomats early, so they can affect
real international political change (choosing humanity a new global economy) asap
5. How do you think you might use the indicator framework for Internet Universality once it has been
developed?

by sharing our divine Ethiopian testimony of political emancipation from constitutional (mind & body) debt slavery,
others may see the living water (applicable human rights knowledge) we bring, as anyone can make an international
human rights claim to diplomatically escape this global financial matrix



6. How do you think that other stakeholders might use the framework?

to learn from the Ethiopian Shiloh (human rights defender) in essence, as our UN mediator of the 21st century
information age of human rights reason.
7. Please add any other comments that you think will be helpful to UNESCO in developing the indicators
framework.

we firmly believe that human CULTURE (the arts and other manifestations of human intellectual achievement regarded
collectively) can be remedied from under the unlawful financial policies of thieves (bankers), and that international law
and diplomatic order will peacefully reign supreme.
8. Please upload any documents that you think will be helpful here.


